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Foreword

The role of media to provide every minute detail during 26/11 was commendable. The way
media personnel took the risk at their lives to provide the minute-to-minute coverage during
the tragic event, will always be there in our memory. The spirit shows that journalism is much-
much more than a profession or a means of employment. It has become a mission. A new
genre of journalism has emerged in our country in the recent years and the new generation
has showed a passion to embrace this new form of journalism.

Various media based organisations have contributed significantly in strengthening the
foundations of journalism. ‘Citizens’ journalism’ has come forward to ensure common man’s
participation in the world of journalism. Not only this, various types of diversities have also
appeared on the scene to make the profession challenging and demanding. In totto, the world
of journalism is ready to embrace the new trends and changes appearing along with the pace
of time. An all new face of journalism is expected in the years to come.

Dearth of a standard book from the point of view of preparation for entrance tests was felt
for a long time. This book was published in the year 2007 to help the students preparing for
entrance tests related to journalism and mass communication studies. The response given by
students motivated us to move ahead and update the book frequently to encompass the new
trends/changes appearing in the world of journalism and mass communication.

This latest version of the book includes all the new trends related to the world of
journalism. This updation was done on the basis of feedback received from students and
teachers. We believe that our humble efforts will be helpful for students in reaching them to
their destination. Apart from helping the students in entrance examination, the chapters have
the potentiality of serving well as reference materials.

I believe the book will be useful in turning the young aspirants into potential journalists.

–Hena Naqvi
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CHAPTER 1

Journalism and Mass Communication :
Career Planning

In the modern age of electronics and information technology, the power of
media is evident. More people are being attracted towards the various media
viz. print, electronics and cyber journalism, the latter being solely the product
of IT.

With day-to-day increasing importance of media, the candidates who want
to do a course in Journalism and Mass Communication are facing a tough
competition. This chapter is aimed at guiding them and help them to make a
right choice according to their field of interest.

The combination of globalisation, privatisation and information boom has led to the
popularity of  Journalism and Mass Communication as a career.  Proper planning prepares the
aspirants for the challenges of the entrance
examinations and also provides them with needed
confidence. It is said that if you have been given
ten days to cut a tree, spend nine days to sharpen
the axe so that you can cut the tree with a single
stroke on the tenth day. Situation is almost similar
in case of an entrance examination. If entrance
examination is your tree, a planned strategy is
your axe. Without proper planning and prepara-
tion, you are like a blunt axe. That is why; a well-
planned and designed preparation should pre-
cede the entrance examination. This becomes
imperative in view of the growing competition and
need of quality in the field of journalism and mass
communication.

Following points form the basis of your plann-
ing for the entrance examination :

1. Area Selection : The field of media has tremendously expanded as a repercussion of
information revolution. It includes the extremes of traditional media on one hand and new
media on the other. This is not necessary that the students of Journalism and Mass
Communication are aware of every stream of Mass Communication. It depends upon
one’s interest and capability to select a field. The selection should be very honest, objec-
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tive and rational. Following list of the broad areas of mass communication can help you in
selecting a field :

⇒ Print Media

⇒ Electronic Media: Radio / TV/ Internet

⇒ Public Relations and advertising

2. Examination Pattern : Usually following are the broad parts of entrance examination of
Journalism  and  Mass  Communication.  (a) Written  Examination,  (b)  Group  Discussion
(c) Interview (Viva-Voce).

(a) Written Examination : The first step, i.e. the written examination is the iron gate because
it can ensure your fifty percent success. The aspirants of Journalism and Mass Commu-
nication should keep in mind that mere theoretical knowledge is not sufficient. It also
needs developed writing skills, reasoning and analytical ability and creativity. The written
examination is usually divided into two parts viz. (1) Multiple choice objective questions
that are based on subject matter and general knowledge (2) Descriptive long questions
that are meant for testing the power of expression and knowledge of the subject matter.
This also needs an impressive presentation of the answers. Expression of ideas in crisp
language necessitates a rich vocabulary as well as regular writing on different issues.
Only then you will be able to make optimum use of your pen. The guess work or ratant
vidya will not be able to fetch you success in the examination because questions can be
asked on any current affair, government’s policy or the new trends in Journalism and
mass media. This requires a thorough homework.

(b) Group Discussion : The successful candidates of written examination are called for a
group discussion (GD). The GD is a test of your communication skills especially the verbal
communication. The GDs are usually conducted with a group of six to seven persons
seated in a circle or horseshoe manner. The participants are required to express their
views on the given topic in their turn. The evaluator sitting in a corner of the room cond-
ucts a secret evaluation of each participant. They evaluate participant’s language, attitude
and their knowledge of the subject matter. There is a misconception about GD that the
one, who speaks the most, gets the maximum marks. In order to get the maximum marks
participants try to speak more and thus a GD becomes a noise. Consider the following
directives for a healthy GD :

⇒ Taking initiative in GD is considered to be positive.
⇒ Express yourself in an objective and balanced manner.
⇒ You should neither speak too less nor too much.

⇒ Give chance to other participants. You can take initiative to moderate the process e.g.
if somebody is speaking too much and others are not getting chance, you can
intervene and request the person to give chance to others (at times there are extra
marks for this effort). This initiative will ensure an equal participation.

⇒ Use decent language.

⇒ Do not loose temper.

⇒ Try to conclude the discussion within the time frame. Remind other participants of the
time constraint. A conclusion should also come out at the end of the discussion.

⇒ Your attitude, gesture, posture and behaviour are noticed during a GD. So, please be
careful of all these aspects by following the discipline.
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(c) Interview : Interview is the last stoppage of your journey. Proper preparation for an
effective interview is equally important as it is for written examination and GD. Interview
reflects your communication skills, your dressing sense, presence of mind and all other
external attributes of your personality. Follow these instructions for your success in the
interview.

⇒ Reach the venue before the scheduled time.

⇒ Your dress should be decent, neat and clean.

⇒ Arrange the photocopies of your testimonials in a display file.
⇒ Do not forget to have a look at newspapers of the day.
⇒ Enter the interview room only after taking permission from the persons inside.
⇒ Greet all the members of interview board together and not one-by-one.
⇒ Do not sit unless you are told to sit.
⇒ Sit straight.
⇒ Avoid signs of tension like coughing, clearing the throat, wiping of sweat etc.
⇒ Try to build up confidence within you.
⇒ Listen patiently to the interviewers. If you do not understand a particular point or

question, request the interviewer to repeat it.
⇒ Interviewers are usually experts of their subjects. So, do not try to misguide them by

giving a wrong answer. If you do not know the answer of a question, tell it honestly.
⇒ There should be a natural smile on your face while answering the question. Your face

should not reflect tension.
⇒ Thank the members of the interview board once you are permitted to leave the room.
⇒ Do not forget to close the door after going out but without making a noise. This will

give a finishing touch to your interview.

How to study
You need thorough preparations for the aforesaid steps of the entrance examinations. For

this, you require information through different modes and mediums so that you can make use
of those pieces of information as per your need in the examination. Follow these steps :

⇒ Read different newspapers and magazines in order to update your knowledge on
current affairs.

⇒ Listen to radio programmes and watch different TV channels for acquainting yourself
on the trends of electronic media.

⇒ Do not forget to keep a basic knowledge of Internet because your knowledge of media
is incomplete without media.

⇒ Go for surfing popular websites related to media. You can try the following websites :
www.bbc.co/hindi, www.timesofindia.com, www.ndtv.com, www.rashtriyasahara.com,

www.hindustandainik.com, www.newsonair.com, www.tehelka.com, indiatoday.com

⇒ Almost all the newspapers print their websites on their front page. You can search
those websites as well.

⇒ You can develop the insight of current affairs on the basis of the following categories :

� National happenings/persons of national importance.
� International happenings/ persons of international importance.
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� International relations of India

� Current national/state level campaigns.

� Current controversies/ success in the field of media.

� Current developmental projects/ programmes of government.

� Political scenario of the country.

� India in the sports world.

� Recently released films/ books.

Following categorisation will help you in preparing specifically for media:

� Changes occurred in electronic and print media.

� Present trends of advertisement.

� Analysis of soap operas especially in the context of their impact on the society.

� Focus on new genre of TV programmes like reality show, interactive programmes,
game shows etc.

⇒ In the examination hall :

� Before answering questions try to acquaint yourself with all the questions.

� Before attempting a long answer prepare its profile in your mind. The profile
should consist of three part : (1) Introduction of the subject matter (2) Main body
based on analysis / description (3) Conclusion.

� Do not repeat a fact or a sentence or a word.

� Do not expend extra time on a particular question. Try to allot equal time for each
question.

� Adhere to the word limit.

� In order to act upon these points take the following tips into consideration:

(a) Knowledge of the subject matter

� Print media

� Radio and TV

� TV and Video production

� Digital and web journalism

� Advertising and PR

� Journalism and mass communication

(b) Current affairs

� National

� International

� Sports

� Film, theatre, books

� Trade and Commerce

� Famous and notorious personalities

� International defence treaties/Nuclear treaties

� Political upheavals
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